
Experience magical moments in the heart of 280 hectares of

nature. The Landal Forest Resort Your Nature invites you to settle

down in Antoing, province of Hainaut, for a total disconnection in

an exceptional setting.

If ecotourism is important to you, you've come to the right place. At

Forest Resort Your Nature, you swap your car for a bike, a scooter

or an electric cart. From the reception, the tone is set: wood and

natural materials are omnipresent. Nothing changes in your

spruce wood ecolodge, which literally blends into nature. At

nightfall, listen, you might hear a tawny owl...

Walk through this unspoiled nature full of peaceful bodies of

water. Go to the Grand Large and its water activities: towed buoy,

kayak, electric paddle, canoe... Or perhaps you would prefer to

dive in one of the 3 swimming pools heated with biogas? If you

feel more comfortable on land than in water, play mini-golf, play

volleyball or try archery with your family. And how about a first
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flight in a hot air balloon? From up there, nature is even more

beautiful...

Book this accommodation now | Find another eco-responsible

accommodation

Take advantage of this eco-responsible stay to spend a day

cycling in the region. Picardy Wallonia is full of little gems full of

charm, which are just waiting to be visited. Pedal along country

lanes, along the water's edge and through pretty little towns. Each

stop on your route is conducive to astonishment and discovery.

See nature differently by gaining height on the Promenoir des

Cimes of the Plains de l’Escaut Natural Park. Soak up the grandeur

of the Château de Beloeil and its sumptuous French gardens with

numerous ponds. Play paleontologists at the Iguanodon museum

in Bernissart. You will feel very small in front of the 5 meter high

skeleton! From there, push on to the Marais d’Harchies, on the

other side of the border, and climb the observation posts to watch

the birds. There are more fantastic spots on this walk!

Located near Tournai, one of the oldest towns in Belgium, Forest

Resort Your Nature invites you to relax in the heart of an eco-

responsible village which offers:

more than 180 accommodations

6 unusual accommodations, such as “cottages”, in total

harmony with their natural environment

3 restaurants (gourmet, balanced, local and seasonal cuisine)

2 bars

1 wellness area

 

Discovering the gems of Picardy Wallonia by bike

Description of the ecovillage

https://www.landal.be/fr/domaine/forest-resort-your-nature/rix-et-disponibilite
https://www.landal.be/fr/domaine/forest-resort-your-nature/rix-et-disponibilite


The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.

We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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